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what is a dead zone national ocean service - dead zone is a more common term for hypoxia which refers to a reduced
level of oxygen in the water habitats that would normally be teeming with life become essentially biological deserts hypoxic
zones can occur naturally but scientists are concerned about the areas created or enhanced by human activity, dead zone
definition of dead zone at dictionary com - dead zone noun an area of water that cannot support marine life being
virtually devoid of oxygen due to the presence of nitrates that stimulate algae growth an area where a mobile phone does
not receive a signal any area where something does not exist or prospera dead zone for cinemas, dead zone definition of
dead zone by merriam webster - dead zone definition is an area of water as in a lake or ocean in which the level of
dissolved oxygen is so depleted as by the decay of an algal bloom that most life cannot be sustained how to use dead zone
in a sentence, dead zone definition of dead zone by the free dictionary - dead zone n 1 an area in a body of water
where levels of dissolved oxygen are too low to sustain aquatic life usually resulting from the growth and subsequent
decomposition of algae brought about by excess nutrients as from polluted runoff 2 see dead spot, dead zones definition
of dead zones by the free dictionary - dead zone n 1 an area of water that cannot support marine life being virtually
devoid of oxygen due to the presence of nitrates that stimulate algae growth 2 an area where a mobile phone does not
receive a signal 3 any area where something does not exist or prosper a dead zone for cinemas, dead zone ecology
wikipedia - dead zones are bodies of water that do not have sufficient oxygen 3 levels in order to support most marine life
dead zones are caused by oxygen depleting factors which include but are not limited to human pollution 4 this is a process
called eutrophication where oxygen levels decrease as elements such nitrogen and phosphorus increase
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